In Their Words
Celebrating the 30th Anniversary
of the Betty Holden Stike Education Laboratory

1985-2015
The Ed Lab is a sanctuary for education
majors! With such great resources and
staff, the Watson College of Education
Ed Lab is definitely one-of-a-kind.
– Ed Lab Tutor

King Hall

The Education Lab Then
By the Numbers…
40 students each semester
3 methods courses
1,600 supervised hours of
instruction
1,000 children’s books
and instructional games
50 math manipulatives

The Education Lab Now
By the Numbers…
100+ students each semester
8 methods courses
6,431 supervised hours of instruction
12,000+ children’s books
and instructional games
250 math manipulatives
5 computers, 2 interactive touch boards,
10 iPads, 3 book binders, and a
3 dimensional printer

Education B

uilding

What Makes the
Education Lab
Extraordinary?
UNCW Watson College of Education teacher
education programs are designed with field
experience components that allow for gradual
entry into the responsibilities of teaching.

• Observations in schools
• One-on-one teaching in the Ed Lab
• Small group teaching in schools
• Student teaching/Internship
Each stage of field experience provides an
opportunity for future teachers to learn
theory, use it in practice and reflect on that
practice.

The Education Lab is designed to support
developing teachers in one-on-one instruction
using the best ideas and practices for
learning. Ed Lab instructors serve as coaches
as future develop lesson plans, engage
learners and reflect on their work, often for
the very first time. Several principles guide
our work:

• Theory guides practice, curriculum is

integrated and all learners are respected.

• Learning is the goal, personal growth is

encouraged and risk taking is expected.

• A wide range of people come together in
support of learning: college professors,
experienced teachers, college students,
parents and children.

Thirty Years
of Success
1985 – 2015
7,500
Watson College of Education students
served by Ed Lab

250+
College courses and labs served by Ed Lab

6,000
Local school children tutored in the Ed Lab

150,000
Hours of individualized instruction provided
to school children in the Ed Lab

1,500
Children waho have received full or partial
financial sponsorships to attend Ed Lab tutoring

$300,000
Dollar value of sponsored tutoring for students
who would otherwise not have been able
to attend the Ed Lab

25%
Percentage of students who receive full or
partial financial sponsorships

13,834
Books and teaching materials available for
instruction in Education Lab

150,000
Lesson plans evaluated by Ed Lab instructors

49,962
Number of Ed Lab patrons (2014-2015 only)

“

I’m better at
fractions… I used to
not like them and now

Listen to the Children

“

I have done so much better in math and
reading, and my teacher is proud of me.”

“

We worked on fractions and reading
books. I’ve improved in reading by
reading bigger books.”

“

I have learned more about
multiplication, cooked cornbread and
read Where the Red Fern Grows!”

“

I think I read and
write better now.”

Listen
to the children
and
Listen well for
It is only they
With truth to tell
-Author Showcase Fall 2006 Prologue

Finding My Teacher Voice

“
“

This experience helped me realize how
much more I wanted to be a teacher.”

The Ed Lab….
…inspires me to be a better teacher
and learn from others.
…is a priceless resource for
beginning teachers.
…is a great opportunity. I learned so
much about myself as a teacher.
…allowed me to take what I was
learning and apply it immediately.

Tutoring in the Ed Lab provided a
wonderful, priceless experience working with
a student. I now feel better equipped to work
in the classroom environment and have gained
so many ideas, methods, and overall experience
that has given me a strong foundation.”

“

Tutoring really helped me grow as a
teacher! I really learned a lot about the
responsibilities of a teacher and how important
it is to think as a child. Great experience!”

“

I am so grateful to have worked with a
student who was different from me. It helped
to open my perspective on things!”

Through the Eyes of the Families

“

She has become so much more self-confident. She believes that she can
succeed. For the first time ever, she has said that she is smart. Coming to the
Education Lab has improved her reading and math skills tremendously. She can
work more independently when doing homework and is excited to read. Thank
you so much!”

“

Gracias por tener un tiempo para
mis hijos. Muchas, muchas gracias!
Thank you for taking the time with my
children. Many, many thanks!”

“

I have found that this parenting
journey is hard, and education cannot
be sacrificed. This program and its
staff are beyond words.”

“

Now my daughter says she wants
to ‘go to college.’ She is also helping
other children at her school. Her
attitude is so positive. The Ed Lab has
made a ‘huge’ difference in her life.”
Thanks a hundred times over!”

“

Loved the Math Fair and
Author Showcase. Keep being
amazing!”

Faculty Perspectives
I can always tell when my students have been given
their tutoring assignment…The excitement in class
is palpable! It then goes through the cycle from this
first bit of nervousness, to being charmed with the
new tutee, to the uncertainty of how the child’s needs
will be met. For most of my students, this is their first
teaching responsibility. The final stages of the tutoring
cycle are the joys they share over the “small wins,”
and then the final sadness as the semester ends and
they say good-bye. With the help of the Ed Lab staff,
this first teaching experience makes an impression
and is truly taken seriously by every student
involved. -Dr. Kathy Fox
The greatest benefit the Ed Lab brings to our students is the opportunity for authentic applied learning.
As we model teaching strategies, students are able to work with their tutees to explore the strategies
from our class meetings. The lab becomes a true experimental space, and with the support of lab
faculty, the students are mentored through each step of lesson planning and reflection. To me, there is a
direct relationship between their experiences in the lab and their readiness for small and whole group
instruction in the field. -Dr. Lisa Buchanan
The Educational Laboratory (Ed Lab) in the Watson College provides the students I teach with a unique
opportunity to apply what they are learning in their courses in a controlled setting. Students receive
support from master faculty so that both the university student and the elementary student have an
optimal experience. University students learn about effective pedagogy, deepen their understanding of
content, and build the confidence that is needed to be an exemplary teacher. -Dr. Tracy Hargrove
In special education, students must be able to individualize their instruction to meet the needs of the
student. The Education Lab provides the perfect opportunity for my students to do that. They get to
know their tutees really well and form a relationship that allows them to see educational growth. With
support from Ed Lab staff, my students have an opportunity to "put on their teacher hats" and think
critically about their teaching skills. -Dr. Terri Collins

Author Showcase
Highlights Across the Years

Each semester, children and their Ed Lab tutors write original stories, poems and articles during their
time together. To celebrate each author’s work, the Ed Lab publishes Author Showcase and hosts a
special evening during which authors read their work to an appreciative audience of family and friends.
Of course, the evening would not be complete without an author signing.
We hope you enjoy these Author Showcase pieces from the past three decades!

Author Showcase
Highlights Across the Years

Author Showcase
Highlights Across the Years
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The Betty Holden Stike Education Laboratory enjoys a long
history and a bright future. We earnestly continue to prepare
educators for the classrooms of the twenty-first century,
and maintain the firm a commitment to the principles long
embodied by UNCW, the Watson College of Education and the
Education Lab:

the power of ideas and the importance of service.
If you would like to be part of the continuing work of the
Education Laboratory, please contact:
Office of the Dean
Watson College of Education
910-962-3350
www.uncw.edu/ed/edlab
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educator. She was a born teacher, and had a long
career in the public schools. Her experience gave
her a unique perspective when she began teaching
at UNCW in the 1960’s. In talking with future
educators, Mrs. Stike’s words of wisdom always
included, “Never give up. You can never give up.”
Honoring Mrs. Stike’s 70 years of service to
schools and 50 years of support for UNCW, the
Watson College of Education is pleased to house
the Betty Holden Stike Education Laboratory.

